Portable Windbreak Panels
MN NRCS Approved

The following provides a list of local fabricators that are currently constructing portable windbreak panels that meet the MN NRCS construction specifications as well as commercially available portable windbreaks that have been approved by MN NRCS. It is the responsibility of the purchaser to ensure that any portable windbreak panels purchased meets MN NRCS specifications IF financial assistance is being provided by NRCS for the portable windbreak panels.

Commercially approved

Macksteel
415 20th Ave. SE
Watertown, SD
866-882-2188
https://macksteel.com
Call the number above or visit the website to locate the nearest dealer.
Must request and purchase “NRCS Option”.

Local Fabricators

Daniel Briard
40327 490th St.
Perham, MN
218-849-5151
danielbriard18@gmail.com

Danie and Sam Miller
27372 430th St. SE
Fosston, MN 56542
218-435-2010
Please leave a message.